CALL FOR ACCREDITED TEACHER TRAINING
eletmenete.hu/single-post/pedagogustovabbkepzes

Memorial days in education. Tolerance education through the organisation
of our national holidays and memorial days in schools
This year, the March of Life Foundation will also announce accredited (license number:
12/35/2019 registration number: A/9371/2018) teacher trainingfor interested
teachers:
who are concerned about national memorial days, the complications of teaching
them,
filling commemorations with content, variety,
content and methods appropriate to the age of the students.
During further training, we examine:
What are the main questions of national memory?
Why can specific events be conflict points?
What conflicts can arise in the classroom?
How do we handle dissent?
How do we involve students in the processing of conflict issues?
How do we respect the person of the other person while also telling the real facts?
We also look at why it is difficult to talk about certain important events in
Hungarian history today?
The training consists of two parts:
1. Processing theoretical and practical questions with renowned speakers in Budapest
and abroad
2. Study trip abroad, including: Budapest, Krakow, Auschwitz.
Date of training: 23-25 October 2020 (Friday-Sunday).
The registration fee for participation in the training is HUF 15,000 per person, which will
be refunded to teachers who complete the three-day program.
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The condition for obtaining 30 accreditation points is: 1) participation in the
programme and 2) the final thesis sent on the 21st day after the end of the programme (15
November 2020) until 23:59. The theme of the final thesis will be presented during the
programme.
More information: Tibor Pécsi tpecsi@eletmenete.hu +36-70-507-6780
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Some opinions from teachers participating in previous training:
"It was a very well structured, structured training. It's been a long time since I've been
in this high-quality training."
"I expected a versatile approach and I got that."
"I also heard some good ideas for pedagogical work, I was inspired by the NÖRI staff to
celebrate the special days. I am pleased to have heard the lectures of renowned speakers
in higher education and acadetic life. They provided a very good outlook."
"Thank you for letting me take part in this very well organized, fun trip! In addition to
the many interesting and useful informations, I met many special people, and their
knowledge and personal experiences on the subject were also constructive."
"The trip was rich in information, I got a lot of ideas, for teaching (e.g. painting stones),
fellow passengers also drew attention to many books and films."
"I look forward to sharing experiences and lessons with my students."
#pedagógia #emléknap #továbbképzés #oktatás #pedagógusképzés
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